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Regular readers will, I hope, forgive my obsession with Google. It is just
such a good search engine, and still streets ahead of its competitors. And
it is improving all the time.

In its most recent makeover, the appearance of Google has changed a
little, especially the ‘tabs’ above the box where you type in your queries.
Note that this makeover only applies to the English version. If you are a
user outside the English-speaking world, you will be redirected to a local
site. If you are in Austria and type in www.google.com, for example, you
will be taken to www.google.at automatically. To get to the ‘core’ version,
you will need to click on ‘Google.com in English’.

Froogle

One addition to the Tabs is the new ‘Froogle’ service. The pun was, I
suppose, irresistible—the aim is to provide users with online shopping
information. 

Froogle is great for shoppers, especially in areas where prices vary
signi>cantly. The range of prices for the Shrek DVD, for example, went
from $13.66 to $36 when I last checked. But it is handy, too, in the
classroom, for all those activities that involve an element of virtual
shopping. In the past it was di;cult to >nd comprehensive sites which
did not involve registration, or entering a postcode, or which took some
time to learn how to navigate. Froogle is as easy to use as its sibling: you
simply type in what you are looking for, and seconds later you get a
(sortable) listing with prices and thumbnail photographs. And not just
white goods and books—there is everything from artichokes to zucchini,
from ambergris to zircon. 

The service is still ‘in Beta’, as the technogeeks say; ‘work in progress’ for
more conventional English users.  A search for bowtie will >nd you
several hundred items, including a rather fetching bowtie and boxers set,
but it will also pull up a Zippo lighter which happens to have a tie motif.
It is, however, certainly robust enough to be usable, and is entirely
objective and non-commercial (or so the folks at Google claim).

‘More’

There are now so many Google services that there is no more space on
the Tabs bar: you have to click on ‘More’ to reach them. From here, you
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can download the invaluable Google Toolbar, and the more recent
Deskbar, which allows you to search without bothering about a browser. 

Here, too, you will >nd the new ‘Catalogs’ service. As long as you have
Adobe Acrobat installed (and it is standard on most machines, these
days), you can access thousands of mail order catalogues—not the online
versions, but exact reproductions of the paper catalogues themselves. You
can leaf through the pages, zoom in on illustrations, and of course print
out whatever you choose. Printing can be a problem, especially if the
original catalogue is not A4—but it is still a great way of getting hold of
authentic source materials.

Advanced Operators

What else is new in Google itself? The main development of interest to
language teachers has been in the ‘Google glossary’. A new ‘advanced
operator’, or tagword has been added: ‘de>ne’. You can now enter 

define:ZIP code

or 

define:business

to get a list of (mostly) authoritative de>nitions taken from the Web. They
appear in green to distinguish them from normal search results.

The expanded glossary also means that Google can now be much more
?exible in the way it handles your queries. Previously, Google would
search for exact matches only. If you entered ‘recipe’, Google would not
bring up any page which only had the word ‘recipes’. Now, by inserting a
tilde (the symbol ~ that is written over the letter ‘n’ in Spanish) before
your search word, you can broaden your search to include not only
plurals but other words which are related (or which Google thinks are
related—the glossary is another ‘in Beta’ project).

Thus, if you wondered what recipes for ‘Wiener Schnitzel’ were available
from England, you could enter

allintitle:~recipe wiener schnitzel site:uk

and get some results. Omit the tilde, and you get the dreaded ‘did not
match any documents’ message. 

The tilde needs to be used with care. Putting one in front of ‘>sh’, for
example, will get you not only ‘>sheries’, ‘>sher’ and ‘>shing’ but also
‘bass’ and ‘aquarium’. Used judiciously, however, it can help searching
enormously. 

Perhaps less useful is the addition of the asterisk as a special symbol. The
asterisk can now be used as a wildcard to >nd the missing word in a
phrase, but not a missing letter. Entering 

Vladimir * Putin

will >nd you the patronymic of the Russian President in no time. And
typing in

‘The * brown fox jumped’ -quick
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would allow you to research what other adjectives, apart from ‘quick’, can
precede ‘brown fox’. But frankly, there are other, better tools for doing
this sort of thing!

Calculator

And >nally, did you know that Google can be used as a calculator and a
convertor? Try some of the following:

144 + (3 * 9)

212 fahrenheit in celsius

15 stones in kilos

955 in roman numerals

and even, if you are so inclined,

the answer to life, the universe and everything
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